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Sending protein aggregates into a downward spiral
Steven E Glynn & Peter Chien

Cells deploy the Hsp100 family of ATP-dependent machines to work with cellular chaperones in dismantling dangerous 
protein aggregates. New studies reveal an unprecedented spiral structure that provides mechanistic insight into the protein 
disaggregase Hsp104.
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Figure 1  AAA+ enzymes can form diverse double-ring spirals. (a) Cartoon showing the left-handed helical 
architecture of Hsp104. Nucleotide-binding domains are colored light (NBD1) or dark (NBD2).  
This arrangement creates an interaction between the NBD1 of subunit F and the NBD2 of subunit A. (b) Overlay 
of Hsp104 NBD1 (light purple) and VAT NBD1 (dark purple) from subunits found in the bottom positions of 
their respective spirals, showing the relative position of the interacting Hsp104 (green) and VAT (orange) NBD2 
domains from the adjacent top subunit. Side chain positions of putative arginine-finger residues (blue) from 
both interfaces and the position of bound AMP-PNP in Hsp104 are shown as space-filling models.
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Protein aggregation is a toxic consequence of 
protein misfolding that must be resolved. AAA+ 
disaggregases such as Hsp104 and ClpB cap-
ture the energy of ATP hydrolysis to facilitate 
the recovery of proteins sequestered in aggre-
gates. Often these machines collaborate with 
the Hsp70 (DnaK) chaperone systems to refold 
the freed proteins1. Given that protein aggre-
gates are heterogeneous in structure, how the 
Hsp104 family performs its critical functions 
on such diverse clients is an unanswered ques-
tion. Prior lower-resolution electron micro-
scopy studies have suggested that Hsp104 exists 
as a flattened closed ring2,3, similarly to other 
AAA+ enzymes, such as ClpX and ClpC4,5. In 
this issue, a new higher-resolution cryo-EM 
structure of Hsp104 by Yokom et al.6 provides 
an extraordinary view of this crucial enzyme, 
showing that it forms an unprecedented  
double-ring asymmetric spiral structure.

Structures of several assembled AAA+ 
enzymes have been determined by both crys-
tallography and cryo-EM. Given that many 
AAA+ enzymes assemble from multiple iden-
tical subunits, they might be expected to form 
closed symmetric rings. However, considerable 
asymmetry is commonly observed in both the 
protein architecture and the varied interaction 
of the ATP-binding sites with nucleotide7–11. 
These structures exhibit diversity in the relative 
height of the subunits in the ring, the orientation  
of subdomains and the position of conserved 
substrate-contacting residues in the central 
channel. Attempting to reconcile this array 
of structures with a general mechanism for 
coupling ATP hydrolysis to the remodeling of 

biomolecules is an ongoing challenge. In most 
cases, these structures form closed rings that 
limit the possible conformational changes that 
can be envisaged during the catalytic cycle.

Hsp104 assembles from six identical sub-
units, each containing two nucleotide-binding 
domains (NBDs). In the structure by Yokom 
et al.6, rather than adopting a closed arrange-
ment of discrete stacked NBD rings, the AMP-
PNP-bound Hsp104 assembles as a left-handed 
helix with individual subunits positioned at 
strikingly different heights in the plane of the 
ring (Fig. 1). The formation of the spiral is 
driven by subdomain rotations within NBDs 
that progressively alter the conformations of 
each successive subunit. This conformational 
change in turn opens the conventional central 
pore into an extended cleft and places the con-
served substrate-contacting loops in a stair-
case arrangement that follows the path of the 
helix. Interestingly, the helical turn is extended 
by the formation of a seam that connects the 
NBD1 and NBD2 domains of two adjacent 
subunits found at the ‘bottom’ and ‘top’ posi-
tions of the helix, respectively (Fig. 1a). Density 
for AMP-PNP is observed at the binding site 

formed between these two domains, and close 
examination of the interactions at the seam 
reveals that arginine-finger side chains, which 
typically bridge the interface and regulate ATP 
hydrolysis, are displaced a short distance from 
their functional position.

Helical or split-ring structures have been 
observed in several studies on other AAA+ 
enzymes. The archaeal VAT, another double- 
NBD family member and a homolog of 
eukaryo tic Cdc48 (p97), has recently been 
shown to form a right-handed spiral in the 
presence of ADP (Fig. 1b), whereas it can also 
adopt a stacked-ring configuration when bound  
to ATP-γS12. Importantly, the existence of this 
spiral in solution has been validated by chemical 
cross-linking and TROSY NMR experiments. 
As with Hsp104, the helical structure of VAT 
is also stabilized by an interface between the 
NBD1 and NBD2 domains of the subunits that 
flank the seam12. However, the difference in the 
handedness of the helix produces an interface 
distinct from that seen in Hsp104 (Fig. 1b). 
Split-ring conformations with less pronounced 
helical pitches have also been observed for 
the N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor (NSF)  
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for conversion between ring conformations, 
thus leading to movement of protomers along 
the structural seam. These types of changes 
are highly similar to those of the replication 
clamp-loader complexes (Fig. 2), in which a 
pentameric AAA+ machine contains three 
active ATP-hydrolyzing subunits and two inac-
tive subunits that cap the incomplete ring. In 
those systems, ATP binding induces formation 
of a short spiral ring structure that wrenches 
open the replication sliding clamp, and  
hydrolysis results in resetting the ring with 
subsequent release of the clamp15. If ATP-
hydrolysis cycles in Hsp104 result in transitions 
between split- and stacked-ring conformations, 
as seen with the VAT structure12, then com-
pression and expansion of the spiral substrate-
binding sites may generate the force needed  
for disaggregation.

With these increasingly higher-resolution 
snapshots of protein-remodeling machines, we 
are edging closer to knowing how these enzymes 
restore proteins locked into aggregated states. 
There are many unresolved questions yet to 
address. How does Hsp70 functionally work with 
Hsp104, given these new structural insights? How 
does the unexpected double-ring-spiral nature of 
the substrate-binding sites contribute to protein 
disaggregation? What motion exerted after ATP 
hydrolysis allows for client remodeling? More 
generally, the identification of such an unex-
pected structure of Hsp104 prompts questions 
regarding how other AAA+ machines might be 

component of the SNARE complex13 but with-
out the connection of the two NBD rings that 
is so striking in Hsp104 and VAT.

What are the functional implications of this 
spiral structure in Hsp104? Several specula-
tions emerge, given the nature of Hsp104’s 
substrates. The open top cleft created by the 
spiral structure affords easy access to the con-
tinuous path of substrate-binding loops in 
the lumen. This feature is particularly useful, 
given the heterogeneity and size of aggregated 
substrates. Hsp104 family proteins have an  
M domain that interacts with the Hsp70 chap-
erones and facilitates substrate disaggregation1. 
On the basis of the M-domain positioning  
on other protomers, the M domains of the 
subunits surrounding the cleft are well  
poised to provide an entry point for Hsp70  
clients to enter or exit the spiral binding  
cavity, although these specific domains are 
disordered in the reported structure. Once a 
substrate is engaged at the top end of this spi-
ral, there is a natural continuous path for poly-
peptide-chain binding, stair stepping through  
the chamber.

The highly asymmetric nature of the struc-
ture reported by Yokom et al.6 also helps to 
explain observations that the disaggregation 
activity of Hsp104 alone is highest if some of 
the protomers are not actively hydrolyzing 
ATP14. One interpretation is that the subunits 
flanking the seam are incapable of hydro-
lysis, and the other subunits provide energy 

organized at the atomic level. We eagerly await 
the answers to these questions as technical devel-
opments, particularly in cryo-EM, pave the way 
to understanding the molecular structures of 
these fascinating enzymes.
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Figure 2  Examples of helical architectures across diverse AAA+ enzymes. Fitted cryo-EM or crystal structures of AAA+ domains of only the NBD1 rings  
are shown from Hsp104 (ref. 6), VAT12, NSF13 and the eukaryotic clamp loader RFC16. Structures are shown from two views related by 90° and are 
colored light blue (top) to dark blue (bottom), reflecting their position in the spiral.
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